Peace Week hits high gear today

The Newman Club, Coalition for Peaceful Coexistence (CFPC), and Associated Students (AS) have been working together to bring about a successful Peace Week.

The Newman Club has brought two priests from MaryKnoll to Cal State to speak about "World Hunger: cause and solutions." Reverends Tom Golden and Wayne King are speaking on this topic in the SUMP at noon today.

AS is sponsoring a Food Drive through Friday. Non-perishable food items are being collected at the Student Union, in a shopping cart there. The CFPC will begin their 24 hour long fast today at dusk. Breaking of the fast will take place in the SU pub at dusk Thursday. All persons are welcome to join this quest for awareness of world hunger.

Topping off Thursday night will be a dance from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m., sponsored by the Newman Club. An audience of about 30 people, according to Assistant Activities Director Valerie Russell.

Congressman stumps at SUMP

By Brad Johnson

An audience of about 30 CSCSB students and faculty were present Monday at the SUMP by U.S. Congressman George Brown (D-Riverside). Brown's speech, sponsored by the Coalition For Peaceful Coexistence, was the first scheduled activity for Cal State's Peace Week, which continues throughout this week.

Brown's comments centered upon the role of nuclear weapons and the responsibility we face in possessing them. As a self-professed "peace candidate," which he admits is a political liability in this day and age, Brown was strongly against the ultimate effect which he foresees as stemming from an increased dependence on nuclear weaponry: an omnicidal war which "nobody is going to win."

Brown attacked the "stupid jerks who are constantly involved in getting us into wars," noting their dependence on applying the lessons of the past to an impending conflict which will be wholly unique in its methods. Brown claimed that the worldview of those who would engage in a nuclear war is based on "ignorance, chauvinism, and misunderstanding."

Speaking before a mainly appreciative crowd who shared his philosophical viewpoints, Brown mentioned a "growing feeling that we're closer to a nuclear war than we've ever been," adding that there is no such thing as survival after such a war.

Brown concluded by detailing the increasing number of countries which now possess nuclear weapons capability—nations including not only the U.S. and the Soviet Union, but China, France, Germany, South Africa and Israel as well—and casually added, "we can look forward to a happy nuclear war from one of these sources."

Brown hits 'Peace' issues

By Pauline Barbour

AS President

At UCLA last Sunday, California Governor Jerry Brown met with the student body presidents from the University of California (UC) and California State College and University (CSUC) systems to discuss the recent two percent cut in operating budgets and the proposed five percent cut for Fiscal Year 1982-83.

Concerning the state funding for higher education, Brown said he has placed "the highest priority on education, training and research," but added that the current state fiscal situation presents a 'reality sandwich' that we all have to chew into.

Last October Brown issued an Executive Order calling for a two percent cut in all state operating budgets. This added up to $22 million for UC and $20 million for CSUC. Currently the state projects they'll be $750 million short in this year's budget.

Budget cuts are a 'Reality sandwich' we must share

Next year looks tighter. Brown said that the suggested five percent cutback for Fiscal Year 1982-83 "could be more, could be less," and that the state of the state's economy would play a major role in determining further cuts.

Statewide capital spending has been deferred, with projects such as the S.F. office building and the Drew Medical Center being suspended. Other proposals that the governor has offered are: an increase of the penalty that late taxpayers are assessed, increased business taxes. Brown has not yet been successful in getting these bills out of the legislature.

Other revenue-generating proposals include the creation of a state lottery, as well as the imposition of "sin" taxes (on alcohol and cigarettes, for example). Brown has remained uncommitted on these proposals.

To help meet the two percent cut for this year the Chancellor's office has mandated a $46 fee increase for the rest of this school year. Semester schools get hit with the whole $46 for spring registration, while Cal State and other schools on the quarter system will have the increase divided between winter and spring registrations.

To deal with proposed cutbacks for next school year the Chancellor's office has proposed a $216 increase, which would go into effect September of 1982. Brown said it was not his intention to have the two percent cut picked up by the students and that the Board of Trustees chose "the least creative" way to deal with the cutback. Current plans call for students to make up $16 of the $20 million cut in the CSUC budget through the fee hikes.

Brown was visibly surprised by the news of the planned $216 increase for next year, and said he was not aware of the recommendation. Unless there is intense political pressure on the state legislature to prevent it, the fee increase next Fall will be a reality. Petitions to fight this increase are available in front of the Library this week and next.
Dear Mike,

Your recent editorial about New York Yankee owner George Steinbrenner, heir apparent to Billie Martin as baseball brawler of the year, somewhat upset me. I understand the feeling that corporate officers should be above reproach, but that usually applies to business' whose products reflect the values of middle America. I personally don't feel that professional baseball quite fits into that category. Especially since the salaries of a couple of the Yanks could probably bail New York out of its financial difficulties with room to spare.

I view Steinbrenner in much the same way as I view the previous antics of former New York Jets quarter Joe Namath, former heavy-weight champion of the world Muhammed Ali and present welter-weight champion of the world, Ray Leonard. When people are involved in a business that requires crowd appeal the highest order the outrageous becomes the accepted, at least for enough time to fill the stadium and make a profit. Illie Nastase, one of pro tennis' first big time bad boys earned a lot more money than his spectacular but often inconsistent tennis skills might have otherwise dictated. He was a man that the orthodox tennis fans loved to boo, and they paid well for the opportunity. I think that the key phrase here is 'paid well'. What are you willing to do for your multimillion dollar a year income? ('You' here is hypothetical).

I discount those who have never experienced a multimillion dollar income, myself included, with regards to preference for anything more than a comfortable living. Steinbrenner is a wealthy man and doesn't need the Yankees for his paycheck, they can build that. He just sees this as just another one of the enterprises within the billion dollar a year business that Steinbrenner currently runs. He just doesn't see Steinbrenner besmirching his good name within the business community for no reason other than immaturity. He appears to be a very wealthy bad boy, somebody who could teach Bowie Kuhn a lot more than Kuhn could teach him.

Dear Mike,

I am writing in response to your article entitled "A.S. clubs sponsor Peace Week here" in the Nov. 11, 1981 PawPrint issue. The article was concerning the events of Peace Week taking place Nov. 16-20, not, "Monday through October 20" as the article stated.

Secondly, you did not answer the question "What is Peace Week?" To clarify this, Peace Week includes a number of events taking place to develop public awareness of the Third World. The Third World consists of most Latin American countries, Africa, and parts of Asia. The majority of the population of these countries are stricken with starvation. Some of these countries are going through a revolution caused by the governments' inadequacy to provide food, shelter, clothing, and medical facilities. El Salvador is an example of a Third World country suffering by the thousands. A possible solution would be if nations like the United States helped to bring peace within the countries by developing the industry. Hopefully through the events of Peace Week we will have a better understanding of the Third World and what we can do as individuals to help.

Lastly, three clubs are sponsoring Peace Week: Associated Student's (AS) Coalition for Peaceful Coexistence (CFPC) and the Newman Club. Plans for the Peace Week originated with the Newman Club and since then the club has been organizing this event for some time now. Furthermore, only recently did the Newman Club merge with AS and CFPC to sponsor Peace Week, yet in your article you failed to recognize the relation between the Newman Club and Peace Week. AS and CFPC deserve recognition for Peace Week but the Newman Club deserves equal credit.

Mike Heister

Dear Editor,

I disagree with your editorial, "The PawPrint's raid on student sexuality," printed in the Nov. 11, 1981 issue. I feel that students are responsible for their own actions and should not be treated as if they were children. Furthermore, you make a false statement by saying that the one woman you interview is an exception to the rule. She is not. She is just another one who is being punished for what she did out of choice.
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CIP offers overseas study

By AnnaBelle Lopez-Rosende

Ever wonder what it would be like to sit on a sidewalk café in France, watch a bullfight in Spain or even see the pyramids of Egypt? Well here’s a great opportunity to find out!

The California State Universities and Colleges International Programs (CIP) offers 14 different study centers with study opportunities at distinguished institutions throughout the world. There are programs available from Agriculture to Zoology. The Program offers centers in Brazil, Denmark, France, Germany, Italy, Mexico, Peru, Republic of China, Spain and Sweden.

This year IP is offering new and more detailed programs for Sweden and Israel. New options opened this year include international programs in Soviet and Eastern studies and a revised Psychology program for Sweden. Sociology and Social Welfare were dropped because they simply weren’t working out. New programs are offered for satisfaction or to the satisfaction of the students. For Israel, Music is the newest concentration.

Overseas students remain officially enrolled at their home campuses in California and thus earn residence credits during their year of study abroad.

Students who are (or plan to be) enrolled at any CSUC campus are eligible to apply.

To meet minimum selection requirements applicants must:

Have earned an overall minimum Grade Point average of 2.75 at time of application.

For programs in Brazil and all business programs Israel, New Zealand, Peru, Quebec, Sweden cumulative GPA must be 3.0.

Have attained upper-division status (completion of 58 semester or 87 quarter units) or graduate status by date of departure.

Have achieved 2 years of college level foreign language proficiency for required countries: Brazil, France, Germany, Mexico (except business), Peru, Quebec and Spain.

Applicants are judged on the suitability of the curriculum offered in relation to their academic objectives and on their ability to adjust to a foreign environment. The Program requires that applications for an academic year of study abroad are required to carry the full unit course load equal with their class standing. Applicability of the units earned abroad toward degree requirements on the home campus will vary, depending upon the student’s major and the extent to which he previously fulfilled degree requirements.

Academic advisement and supervision in the host country are provided by a Resident Director who is familiar with both the CSUC system and the host university. All coursework, with the exception of beginning level language courses, is at the upper-division level.

In planning their finances for participation in the program, students should consult all fiscal aspects of their year overseas - full room and board, round-trip transportation, insurance, home campus fees, expenses for textbooks, and personal items as well as vacation travel costs. The following figures reflect the range of the current total expenses for the academic year abroad (1981-82): $3,405-$7,435. Costs will vary according to each country.

Students accepted for the program are eligible to apply for any financial aid available on their home campus (except workstudy). Students should consult their Financial Aid Office as early as possible in their planning.

Application deadline for 1982-83 is for all programs: February 9, 1982. Applications and further information are available from Dr. Mireille Rydel in LC 201 (7471) or AnnaBelle Lopez Rosende in Arrowhead 229.

At 8:15 tonight there will be a slide show presentation on the Internation Program in the kitchen of the Arrowhead House. I invite anyone interested to come down and check it out. Speaking as an ex-IP student myself it’s really a once in a lifetime experience.
Flag football playoffs abound with upsets

By Steve Webb

Six first round intramural flag football playoff games kick off Friday and there was an equal number of upsets as there was setups.

In the men’s quarterfinal action, the Tokay Terrorists and the Browns were shocked as both teams arrived to their games as favorites, but left as spectators to any future contests. Mojave was the lone surprise in co­played as they fell under Shandin steamroller.

As the men’s blue division run­ners, Tokay entered their battle with the Morongo Seahawks with an impressive 3-1 record. Morongo was 2-2. The Terrorists’ inability to cross the goal line after repeatedly driving into Seahawk territory eventually enabled Morongo to wear down a penalty frustrated Tokay squad and race to a 29-6 shelling.

Frank Wilson’s two touchdowns spearheaded a balanced Morongo scoring attack that boasted scores by four different Seahawks. Terrorist Phil Newell averted a score for Pac-Man. Morongo was 2-2. The Terrorists’ inability to wear down a penalty frustrated Tokay squad and race to a 29-6 shelling.

The Tokarrows, 1-3, appeared to be in over their game of the week. The Exhumed Oswalds are unbeaten.

The Browns elimination, at the hands of Pac-Man, was a rubber in more ways than one. The “game” ended with a midfield melee. Earlier, Pac-Man punched on a 130-halfyard bulge and had to hold on as, for the second week in a row, a Brown fell ripe one sh, 13-12. Joe Peccarolo and Bob Kutch scored for Pac-Man.

Late season titans, Pac-Man takes impressive moment into their semi­final match against (uh-oh) Jerry’s Kids. Jerry’s Kids, the men’s blue division champions, make their playoff debut after a first round bye.

Shandin, third place finishers in a tough­co­brown division, rolled to a surprisingly easy cakewalk over Mojave, 36-6. Blue division runnersup, Mojave struck first when Steve Roadarmel hauled in a long pass from Steve Webb to stake Mojave out to a 6-0 lead. Shandin then preceded to score at will. Touchdowns by Karen Williams, Vince Perkins, Jim Smolich, and Bob Kutch helped Shandin set up a showdown with the powerhouse Good Guys.

The three expected quarterfinal wins featured two scares and a laugh. The joke was played on the Joshua Chargers as they were crushed by The Good Guys 64-0. The Good Guys were the brown division champions.

Sonia Jackson, Terry Bykins, George Duncan, Annise Battey, Pegi Rofler, and Rudy Carrasquillas all struck paydirt at least once to lead an awesome Good Guy surge.

The Tokarrows, 1-3, appeared to be in over their game of the week. The Exhumed Oswalds are unbeaten.
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